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FISA S.A. from GL Events Group,

Invite you to Aquasur Tech 2023, this is the first event for a networking
in Chilean Patagonia between transformational suppliers for the
Aquaculture industry with the target to support the challenges to
propose the developed the industry in dialogue with with the
environmental requirements, social engagement and Governance, in

the context of ESG Reports and Sustainability oriented innovation
(SOI).

With the proposal to share with the diversity of actors and referents
involved in the development of the aquaculture industry and support
the promise to be able to feed the future.

We design a space that will promote the building of a network of
interchange of technology necessities and vanguard solutions and
knowledge between producers and suppliers from the aquaculture
industry.

During this event you could be able to update about the latest
technologies and approaches from the financing institutions relative
to the transformations of the industry to 2030.

We appreciate your stay with us and look forward to your
participation.

¡Contact us!
info@aquasur.cl

Cel. +569 81888565
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March 29, 2023

WORKSHOP

09:00 a 11:45:Module Health, Nutrition and Biosecurity

12:00 a 14:45: Module IoT, AI, Data Science, monitoring and
management in farming production.

15:00 a 17:45: , Harvest Technologies, process, logistics, Packaging,
RILES/RISES management and circularity

Every panelist will have 10 minutes to give a pitch to present the
technology and 5 minutes for Question and answer with the technical
committees formed by technical responsables from salmon producers
companies specialist in the subjects from each module.

TECHNOLOGICAL DEMOSTRATIONS

9:00 a 18:00: Prsentation of technologies to technical committees
and demostraron in an Stand of 4 or more sqm.

RECEPTION NETWORKING

18:30 a 22:00:Cocktail and bar with in vivo music

¡Contact us!
info@aquasur.cl

Cel. +569 81888565
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March 30, 2023

SUMMIT TRANSFORMATIONAL AQUACULTURE

08:30 a 08:45: Accreditation

09:00 a 09:15:Wellcome coffee (Inside the room)

09:15 a 09:30:Wellcome words (Magallanes Trout and Salmon producers Association)

09:30 a 09:45: ESG reports and it rol in transformation of the companies:

Environmental, Social engagement and Governance in aquaculture industry.

09:45 a 10:00:Q & A

10:00 a 10:15: New ingredients: Sustainable and restaurative for aquaculture feeding.

10:15 a 10:30:Q&A

10:30 a 11:30: Technological demonstrations visit/time to Stands visit

11:30 a 11:45: Coffee-brake (Inside the room)

11:45 a 12:00: Diets and productive indicators for a sustainable aquaculture

12:00 a 12:15:Q&A

12:15 a 12:30: Integrating sustainability in the decisions making process in salmon

aquaculture business.

12:30 a 12:45: Discusion and Questions

12:45 a 13:00: Close words and invitation to be part of AQUASUR 2024

* This program could be change

¡Contact us!
info@aquasur.cl

Cel. +569 81888565
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EVENT LAYOUT DAY 1

¡Contact us!
info@aquasur.cl

Cel. +569 81888565

Networking de Recepción

Workshop Tecnología

Salón Demo Tech
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EVENT LAYOUT

¡Contact us!
info@aquasur.cl

Cel. +569 81888565

Demo Tech Salon

Congress
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1. Alternatives

1.1. Congress attendance per Person 
(80 participants)

USD $150.-

Including the participation in the networking

reception, Congress and visit the
technological demonstration salon.

1.2. Workshop + Demo Tech (limited

quotas)

USD $3.500.-

Consider give a pitch of 10 minutes and 5
minutes of questions and answer to the
technical committees from salmon companies

in the workshop, Stand of 4 sqm to

technological demonstration during 2 days of
AQUASUR TECH and 1 person participating in
the congress and cocktail reception
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1.3. Exibition Booth

USD $2.250.-

Consider a 2x2 exhibition space in the Hall

attached to the Workshop and Congress, on
March 29 and 30. 1 invitation to Reception
Cocktail and 1 invitation to the Congress. Web
presence and RRSS.

*If you need more exhibition space, please comment
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2.Sponsorship

2.2. INVITE CONGRESS (6 companies)

USD $3.760.-
Consider the presence of the brand in the
Congress salon, rotative video of 1 minute in
the congress breake times, 2 invitations to the
congress, 2 invitations to the reception
cocktail activity, web and social media
presence, merchandising in official bag.

2.1. COFFEES (2 companies)

USD $2.500.- SOLD
Consider Merchandising in the official bag,
web presence, Brand in Congress breakes,
one person in the congress, one person in
the reception networking cocktail, social
media presence, and center table brand in
the coffee areas. Web and social media
presence.
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2.3. RECEPTION COCKTAIL (2
Companies)

USD $5.000.-
Brand presence in the whole evento, 3
invitations to congress, 3 invitations to

reception cocktail, scripts with a 1 minute
rotative brand video without audio, Wellcome
words (3 minutes), Right to merchandising
distribution. Web and social media presence

2.4. PRESENT AQUASUR TECH 2023 (3
companies)

USD $6.260.-
Brand presence in the congress salon and
during the event, corporative gift to the
technical committees (Optional),
workshop/pitch of 10 minutes, 3 invitations to
Congress, 3 invitations to Cocktail reception
Web and social media presence,
merchandising in official bag.
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2.5. WORKSHOP SALON (EXCLUSIVE)

USD $6.260.- SOLD
Brand visibility in Social Media, Web Site, 3
persons in congress, 3 persons in reception
cocktail, Workshop salon with the corporative
colors of the brand, share covers with brand in
workshop salon, Wellcome words (5 min),

Speaker in Congress, rotative video in
workshop script of 2 minutes.

2.6.  BAR (EXCLUSIVE)

USD $6.260.-
Consider the rigth to use a space in the
cocktail reception area to implementation of
a bar with the company brand. The
implementation of the bar and drinks is
responsibility of the company client. Include a
brand special mention in the open ceremony
and 3 invitations to the congress and
reception cocktail and rotative video with the
brand in scripts in the reception area.


